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To the Judges,
Dallas Morning News editorial writer and columnist Sharon Grigsby first dug into Dallas' longstanding
loose-dog crisis in 2014, highlighting a pernicious safety and quality of life problem that symbolizes the
city’s great divide. It’s a problem in the poorer half of Dallas that simply wouldn’t be tolerated in the
more affluent neighborhoods to the north.
In 2016, her leadership and tenacity prompted reform. An independent investigation of Dallas Animal
Services led to the demotion of the department director and the installation of new bosses. Those
leaders quickly began doing what the previous regime said was impossible: Picking up more dogs while
actually increasing the number that make it out of the shelter alive.
Southern Dallas residents have long said loose dogs are among their most pervasive challenges, yet
elected leaders representing this half of the city mostly threw up their hands when seeking fixes. City
staff callously minimized the problem. But when a 52-year-old woman was mauled to death in May by a
pack of dogs that bit her more than 100 times officials could no longer ignore the crisis.
Sharon sought in her editorials to represent all points of view -- street dog rescuers, the often-defensive
Dallas Animal Services and its City Hall supervisors, outside experts and the residents themselves. She's
written about everything from the inside workings of the Dallas Animal Services to the illegal dog dumps
in remote southern areas. Results include:
 Her editorials led Animal Commission Chair Peter Brodsky to commission the Boston Consulting

Group in spring 2016 to do a comprehensive investigation into the Dallas Animal Services
operation. Although this study was announced after the mauling death, the plan was set in
motion months earlier.
 The BCG report, which estimated the number of loose dogs in southern Dallas at 8,700, affirmed
Sharon's reporting.
 The Dallas city manager demoted the Dallas Animal Services director in the summer and put
new bosses in place.
 Those new leaders quickly began doing what the previous regime said was impossible: Picking
up more dogs in southern neighborhoods while actually increasing the number that make it
out of the shelter alive.
Sharon's continuing work benefits all parts of the city. To grow and prosper, it needs neighborhoods in
southern as well as northern Dallas where people want to put down roots and pay taxes.
I'm proud to nominate this work for the Carmage Walls editorial writing award.
Mike Wilson
Editor, The Dallas Morning News
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BRIDGING DALLAS’ NORTH-SOUTH GAP

Dog Chaos Turns Deadly
In wake of woman’s mauling, what will city do?

E

nforce the laws. Pick up loose dogs.
This newspaper has been hammering that point for a year and a half.
We’ve even gone so far as to ask whether someone would have to die before City Manager
A.C. Gonzalez, Mayor Mike Rawlings and the
Dallas City Council would get serious about
curbing the loose-dog chaos.
Now someone has.
A 52-year-old woman died Monday night, a
week after a pack of dogs bit her over 100 times
— “like they were eating a steak,” according to
her mother.
Southern Dallas dog attacks are not uncommon; people there regularly arm themselves with bats, air horns, pepper spray and
prayers.
That’s one of the big reasons that residents
have been pleading for help with the dog problem for years. They want their children to be
able to safely walk to school. They want to play,
garden and bike in their neighborhoods in the
same way folks in the northern half of the city
do.
Late last month, Dallas Animal Services
rolled out an expanded remedy: Flooding extra resources into multiple neighborhoods. It’s
a stepped-up version of the “hot spots” strategy
begun last fall.
We responded — as did many others — with
concern that the plan, like previous initiatives,
was long on educational efforts and short on a
commitment to catch dogs and ticket irresponsible owners.
The horrific dog attack on Antoinette
Brown in South Dallas provides a picture far
more compelling than all the words we’ve
written on this topic.
Now will Dallas City Hall hear what southern Dallas residents have been saying for decades?
No doubt the animal services operation
could use more money and resources. We’ll
have more to say about that in subsequent editorials. For now, Rawlings, Gonzalez and
council members must respond by putting
way more muscle and urgency into a big fix.
They would be wise to take these two actions
immediately:
1. Come up with a way to crack down on vi-

How we got here
December 2014 through August 2015: Editorials and
news stories highlighted the problem. We took the
city to task for its lack of data differentiating
between owned-but-loose dogs and feral or
abandoned animals and recommended four things
Dallas could do to stop stray-dog chaos.
Sept. 2, 2015: Under increasing pressure, Dallas
Animal Services briefed the City Council, which —
like us — was unsatisfied and demanded a plan of
specific strategies.
Sept. 14, 2015: The council’s Quality of Life
Committee rejected a second plan from Dallas
Animal Services, saying it contained insufficient
details.
Oct. 26, 2015: The Quality of Life Committee heard
a third plan from Dallas Animal Services and
deemed its “hot spots” proposal a potentially good
first step.
December 2015 through April 2016: We monitored
the hot spots strategy and worried it didn’t put
enough emphasis on picking up loose dogs.
May 2, 2016: A woman was attacked by a pack of
dogs in South Dallas and bitten more than 100
times.
READ our reports at dallasnews.com/stray-dogs.

cious dogs and on people who own them, perhaps even employing the Dallas Police Department’s help.
That means tough enforcement of laws that
require dogs to be controlled and that require
permits of dogs that aren’t spayed or neutered.
The city is far too accommodating of irresponsible owners — at the expense of neighbors
and the community at large.
2. Get street dog rescuers and knowledgeable southern Dallas residents to the table
ASAP and listen to them. They have the best
grip on this problem.
Remedies keep being put in place with almost no input from these factions. The conversation needs to be led by a neutral animal
expert — not someone from City Hall or Dallas
Animal Services.
Because of loose dogs, a woman was left for
dead. We — and all of Dallas — are waiting to
see how City Hall responds.

Ken Paxton, Stop Bullying

LETTERS
Bathroom issue is a nonissue
Re: “Paxton warns Target that policy
may bring criminal activity — He asks to
see rules regarding ‘protection of women
and children,’ ” Thursday Business story.
Texas Attorney General Ken Paxton has
waded into the noncontroversy regarding
bathroom gender usage as the chief lawyer
and law enforcement officer for the state of
Texas. He warns that not restricting public
bathroom use to birth certificate gender
could lead the LBGT community to criminal activity. Is there a Department of Public
Safety job for a bathroom birth certificate
checker?
I have never heard about a birth male
entering a female bathroom. I previously
have read about this “blatant criminal activity” at the Rangers ballpark by women
because the women’s lines were too long. I
have never heard about a transgender altercation by entering a bathroom associated with their new gender identity. There
are existing laws protecting us against assault, but to date I am safe.
What should our elected officials be
concerned about? If Paxton were a Democrat, can Republican Gov. Greg Abbott and
Lt. Gov. Dan Patrick say they would not be
screaming for his resignation or impeachment? What about the staffers who have
resigned and are still on the payroll?
Perhaps they should clean up their own
house before cleaning up the public restrooms of Texas.
Gerald Bunger, Sunnyvale

Patrick must be a party mole
Re: “For GOP, a rocky road ahead —
Cruz, Kasich withdrawals do little to help
clarify fractured party’s future,” Thursday
Viewpoints.
I’ve long wondered about the motivations of Dan Patrick in bringing ridicule on
both the state of Texas and the practice of
law. I suspected that he was trying to make
former Texas Attorney General and convicted felon Dan Morales look good by
comparison. But now I see that his aims
were much more ambitious.
If the specter of Donald Trump in the
White House wasn’t enough to motivate
even the most reluctant Democrat to vote
for Hillary Clinton, now Patrick offers the
truly horrifying nightmare of Ted Cruz on
the Supreme Court for decades. Patrick is
clearly a mole working for the Democratic
Party.
Merle Walker, Athens

Better to simply answer our reporter’s questions

A

ttorney
General
Ken Paxton recently
accepted the resignations of two of his senior
employees.
But while both workers
quit the agency, their paychecks continued. Before
leaving, they had signed
letters of resignation stipulating that they’d
be considered on paid “administrative leave”
for more than 60 work days after they
stopped actually working.
The first employee’s payments stopped after we raised questions, but to anyone who
heard about the resignations, the paid leave
looked a lot like severance payments to ousted employees.
Ever since, the Austin bureau of The Dallas Morning News has kept asking questions
— lots of them — about why the payments
were offered and whether they comply with
laws appearing to limit the use of paid leave.
Paxton’s answers began with confusion,
turned contradictory and have now been entirely eclipsed by his office’s rough attempt at
bullying our reporter into silence.
Initially, Paxton’s office blamed the confusion over sloppy wording in the employees’
resignation letters. They had written “administrative leave” but had in fact meant something more like “emergency leave.” Never
mind that one of the employees has already
told reporters that she was presented with
her goodbye letter already written — including the terms of the paid leave. All that was
missing was her signature.
In yet another explanation, while still
managing to avoid our reporter’s questions,
Paxton’s human resources chief wrote last
week in a letter to news outlets that Paxton

had granted the leaves out of kindness. He
said state law allows an agency to grant paid
leave whenever it has “good cause” to do so.
He did not bother to include what that
good cause was. But then that’s the purpose
of writing an op-ed, rather than answering
questions. If one only writes statements, one
need not answer any questions except the
ones you choose to.
Paxton’s refusal to answer these questions
— and in particular his refusal to respond to
any questions by our reporter — is petty. It’s
bad for any public official, but especially the
attorney general.
But now the situation is even weirder.
Paxton’s office has gone on the offense. Last
week, the conservative website Breitbart
.com carried a piece trumpeting an anonymous complaint, naturally, from a “high-level staffer” in the AG’s office. The beef? The
reporter has been asking too many questions.
“This is insane,” the staffer reportedly
said. “It’s like she is stalking us. She is waiting outside of both public and private buildings to demand that we answer her questions.”
The effort has all the hallmarks of the
classic bully boy: an anonymous complaint
from an official, calling out a specific reporter and cycled through friendly sources.
Paxton should instead explain the unusual payments. Were they meant as severance
packages aimed at softening an employee’s
ouster? If so, he should have said so and explained how they comport with state law.
Instead, he’s hiding behind bluster and
lame, one-way communiqués. He should be
ashamed. Voters should take note.
Meanwhile, our reporters will keep doing
their jobs. We hope he learns to do his.

Applause for Humane Society
Re: “Elephant finale — Performing
pachyderms take final bow for Ringling,
pack their trunks for Florida,” May 2 news
story, and “Keep animal donations local,”
by David Boehner, April 21 Letters.
These elephants will be thankful to
hang up their circus costumes and head for
the 200-acre Center for Elephants Conservation.
Thanks to Ringling Bros. for taking this
important and historical step forward.
Thanks also to the Humane Society of the
United States and all the animal welfare
groups who helped make this happen.
I also wanted to comment on Boehner’s
letter where he ridicules the Humane Society. Like so many others, Boehner is misinformed.
The role of the Humane Society is not to
duplicate the efforts of local organizations
such as the SPCA, but to advocate for
tougher laws to keep pets safe and to provide education and support to help shelter
and rescue groups do the best jobs possible.
Go to humanesociety.org to see the long
list of resources the nonprofit provides to
help shelters.
The organization leads many campaigns such as ending puppy mills; pro-

tecting wildlife; stopping the killing of baby seals; ending horse slaughter, dog
fighting and the use of animals for research; working to protect farm animals;
helping to end big-game hunting and
poaching of elephants and rhinos; and on
and on.
They are to be applauded for their dedication and endless work.
Molly Kitch, Dallas

Give obstructionists the boot
For nearly a year, I have been observing
the political circus of nominating a president of the United States. It has been a
source of entertainment for me.
After considerable musing, I have decided it doesn’t matter who is elected. The
new president will still have to deal with
mostly the same crew in Congress who
constantly behave like children, so little
progress is made in Washington.
Someday, I hope the American electorate will awaken and boot out those who
serve their party rather than conduct the
people’s business.
If I had a magic wand, and if I had only
one wish, I would remove the main obstructionist, Sen. Mitch McConnell, who
seems to oppose any legislation that may
benefit the American people.
Charles McCain, Denison

Move the Jumble puzzle
As a retiree, I read The Dallas Morning
News cover to cover daily. The bridge column, Sudoku and crossword puzzles are
entertaining and challenging, providing
daily mental stimulation. You know, use it
or lose it!
Another daily favorite is the Jumble,
which unfortunately is buried in the back
pages of Business. I suspect most readers
have never even noticed it and they are
missing a gem.
I urge the DMN editors to move Jumble
to the Arts & Life section, where it properly belongs. Any other Jumble fans out
there?
Hal Schneider, Highland Park

Americans must stand together
I am writing this letter as a girl who
was raised in a small town, who is now despairingly seeing the world disintegrate
before her eyes. I’m writing as a girl whose
country is failing her.
Hate, yes hate, among fellow Americans is becoming the number one problem
in our country. Conservatives hate liberals; Christians hate Muslims; people hate
people.
We are all fearful of terrorism, but playing into the fear and turning it to hatred is
just what terrorists want.
If Americans are in haste to take up
arms against their American Muslim
neighbors, who seems like the real enemy?
This is the plan of the extremists — they
want nothing more than to turn Americans against each other and destroy us
from the inside.
I am writing for a rallying cry among
Americans: “We Stand Together.” Republican, independent or Democrat, this focus
can remind us that we cannot marginalize
or berate others, while telling the world
that we are a movement of the people and
that we are a nation.
We are far from eradicating racism, terror and hate in this country. Terrorism is
always going to linger in our peripheral vision. But if we do not give in to the hostile
intentions of our enemies and as long as
we are not divided, we can accomplish
anything.
We need to remember that. We are
Americans. We are united.
Haley Cunningham, Denton
@haleycaulfield
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Shelter Needs New Boss

William "Bubba" Flint/Special Contributor

LETTERS

Dallas Animal Services is failing on loose-dog fix

T

he job of effectively leading Dallas Animal Services is more than Jody
Jones can handle.
She has consistently shortchanged taxpayers, especially
those suffering due to the
loose-dog chaos in southern Dallas. Most recently, after dogs fatally mauled a South Dallas
woman, this newspaper talked to dozens of other residents who lived to tell of their own chilling
encounters with loose and stray animals.
Among the reasons Jones must go:

1

She has stubbornly maintained faith in community outreach as the solution to the loosedog problem. Only under intense pressure did
she sign on to a strategy late last year that modestly increased enforcement. Even last month’s
expansion of that plan emphasized educational
efforts far more than a commitment to pick up
dogs and ticket irresponsible owners.

2

Since the deadly May 2 attack, communication from Jones and Dallas Animal Services has been heartless and wrongheaded.
In an interview Thursday, Jones indicated
that, despite Antoinette Brown’s death, she believes her strategy for loose dogs is on the right
path and no changes are necessary.
“I hate to say it, but people die in traffic fatalities every day,” Jones said. “I wish we could be everywhere to everyone, but that just isn’t reality.”
City Manager A.C. Gonzalez walked that
statement back the next day and announced that
Deputy Police Chief Rob Sherwin will now help
lead the troubled animal operation.
So how did Dallas Animal Services respond?
With a chirpy email blast and social media message that read: “Exciting news!!! The City Man-

ager, DPD and DAS partner together on a new
venture to strengthen services and communication.”
No, it’s not exciting news. It’s news that Dallas
Animal Services can’t do its job.

3

Jones and her department rely too much on
deflection and excuse-making.
As we wrote in December, City Hall tends to
defer to Jones as the shelter and field expert, and
her views rule. In turn, Jones invariably responds
to questions and criticisms about her strategy
with “Hey, I’m nowhere near the top of this chain
ofcommand.”

4

Jones has focused on the shelter’s live release
rate— that is, the number of dogs that make
itoutalive—totheexclusion of common sense.
We appreciate that the city hired Jones in 2011
withthegoal of significantly reducing euthanasia
rates. However, the angst — fed by Jones and
some of her supporters — over what picking up
loose dogs may do to the live release rate drowns
out these two messages:
■ Most important is the safety and quality of
life for southern Dallas residents. Additionally,
many street dogs are dying slowly of malnutrition, disease and injury. Euthanasia is a far more
humane end.
■ Looking only at live release rates doesn’t tell
theentire story. Say, for example, the shelter takes
in 2,000 more dogs in a month, but only an additional300get out alive vs. a year prior. Yes, the live
release rate, as expressed by a percentage, goes
down. But 300 more dogs were saved. There’s
success in that equation.

5

At day’s end, Jody Jones is the leader whose
responsibility is getting animal services
right. She’s gotten the loose-dog issue wrong.

The Decency of Transparency
Baylor, release every page of sexual assault report

T

his is when some outside entity, like this
newspaper, would call for Baylor University officials to make full, public release of
a long-awaited report into its institutional response to sexual violence allegations against its
students.
If you care at all about Baylor, you would
agree. In fact, you might wonder why anyone
would have to say it.
Sexual assault is no easy topic for anyone,
particularly the world’s largest Baptist university. From inside the bubble, duck-and-cover
might make sense.
Yet given what we’ve learned about how Baylor has handled — and mishandled — such allegations, especially concerning its scholarship
football players, silence has long ceased to be an
option.
This is a private university that asks the parents of young Texans — about half of them women — to trust them with their children’s safety
and pay for the privilege. The only way for officials to regain that trust is for them to open up.
Unassailable transparency.
Baylor faced serious allegations of failing to
meet the needs of sexual assault complainants.
They accused two football players, Tevin Elliott
and Sam Ukwuachu, of forcing sex; they accused the university of indifference to their
claims.
In addition to beefing up its Title IX
compliance, Baylor hired Pepper Hamilton, a
Philadelphia law firm with this particular expertise, to investigate. Since then, a third football
player, Shawn Oakman, and a fraternity president, Jacob Anderson, have been arrested on
sexual assault charges.
The allegations against student-athletes recruited to Baylor weigh heavily. Elliott and Ukwuachu were subsequently indicted and convicted of sexual assault; the latter would not have
happened without the intercession of McLennan County prosecutors.
More and more, Baylor alumni, donors, parents and students want to know what kind of
university their tuition dollars and financial gifts
are supporting.
Baylor officials had cited the Pepper Hamil-

Findings are in; now what?
“In addition, it is vital to the integrity of the
ongoing review by Pepper Hamilton that we
refrain from comment and observations about
policies and practices until their review is
concluded. Although it is difficult for us, we are
constrained to show restraint as we allow the firm’s
review to proceed to completion in an orderly
manner.”
Ken Starr, Baylor president and chancellor, from his
Feb. 7 letter to “Baylor Nation” on sexual violence
allegations
“Quite apart from FERPA [Family Educational
Rights and Privacy Act]. And you know the mutual
litany, ‘We can’t talk about this, and we can’t talk
about that.’ That is the fundamental reason — we
are waiting for the Pepper Hamilton report, which
is to report to the board of regents — we are being
very cautious about what [we] say.”
Starr, questioned by Fort Worth Star-Telegram
columnist Mac Engel during an April 7 appearance at
a prayer breakfast

ton investigation as their reason for silence. Yet,
now that Baylor has the report in hand, it hasn’t
promised to reveal any or all of its findings publicly. Two other schools similarly investigated — Occidental College in Los Angeles and the University of Colorado at Boulder — released their reports
in 2014.
So far, Baylor’s findings remain available only
to a select few. We can hope this is a temporary situation. Baylor’s regents received a “comprehensive briefing” last week from the law firm but have
not addressed it. A spokeswoman said Monday
that the board would act “decisively” on the report
and its recommendations “in the coming weeks.”
Our advice: Redact the names of the innocent
and release every page, not just controlled excerpts. This is not now, and never has been, about
which football team you root for on Saturdays.
This is about basic human decency and accountability.
Ken Starr, Baylor’s president and chancellor,
used more than 1,400 words in a February letter
addressed to “Baylor Nation” to ask for patience
and to pledge the university’s best efforts. “Transparency” was not among them. It must be now.

Correction: An item in Saturday’s Hits and Misses about the $50 million fundraising campaign for St.
Philip’s School and Community Center in South Dallas misspelled the names of donors Todd and Diana Maclin.

A true leader for Fair Park
Re: “Audit: No oversight in Fair Park — It
says city isn’t keeping tabs on Big Tex, other
partners,” Saturday Metro story.
As a longtime volunteer for Fair Park, I
strongly support its privatization. These
changes will require intelligent, creative,
concerned and effective leadership. Walt Humann volunteering to lead the private organization for two years is a great gift to Dallas
and Fair Park’s future.
I worked with Walt for 10 years on reconstructing North Central Expressway, a problem as thorny, complicated and overdue as
Fair Park is now. Walt masterminded a brilliant alternative design to double-decking.
Working with volunteers and local officials,
he sold the more costly design to Gov. Mark
White and the Texas Transportation Commission. Walt recruited volunteers to convince adjacent property owners to donate
land, worked with neighborhoods, led a successful Dallas bond campaign, and just kept
going at high speed until construction was
completed. He always credited others and he
championed people’s ideas.
Walt has been an active leader in Fair Park
and the nearby Jubilee neighborhood for
years. It’s time for the Park Board and the
Dallas City Council to endorse his plan and to
look forward to Fair Park success.
Rita Cox, Dallas/Lake Highlands

Patrick’s rhetoric is fictional
Re: “Transgender battle — Patrick draws
boos, again calls for superintendent’s ouster,”
Thursday news story.
Lt. Gov. Dan Patrick’s rhetoric was filled
with untruths as he advocated against the
Fort Worth ISD policy, which allows transgender students to use restrooms in accordance with their gender identity. Patrick’s assertion about student safety is fictional.
There simply is no record in Texas or the U.S.
of gender-identity protections being used to
harm others in restrooms. What is not fictional is the psychological harm that transgender students experience in schools on a
regular basis.
Gay, Lesbian and Straight Education Network’s “Harsh Realities: The Experiences of
Transgender Youth in Our Nation’s Schools”
reports:
1. Ninety percent of transgender students
heard derogatory remarks sometimes, often
or frequently in school.
2. Fifty-five percent of transgender students have been physically harassed (pushed
or shoved) in school.
3. Almost half of all transgender students
have skipped a class or a day of school in the
past month because they felt unsafe or uncomfortable.
In addition to causing psychological harm
and impeding academic achievement, such
anti-transgender policies are unlawful. All
students deserve welcoming and inclusive
learning environments regardless of their
immutable characteristics or background.
Roberta S. Clark, Dallas

Take others’ rights into account
There are many like me who oppose the
notion that a man can simply decide one day
to be a woman, casually stroll into the ladies’
room, and expect all of the ladies to check
their sensibilities at the door. The sensibilities of a majority are trivialized for those of a
very few. It is not just about the creepy bathroom predator. My daughters would be just
as uncomfortable changing clothes at LA Fitness in front of Caitlyn Jenner as they would
in front of Bruce.
But that doesn’t matter in our bizarrely
progressive culture, because their sensibilities are trivialized and dismissed, and my
daughters are labeled as unenlightened, or
intolerant, or even hateful.
If a person is troubled or confused about

his gender and wants to play around with
transitioning, then let him. But no right is absolute — recognition of that right must take
into account the rights of others, even if those
others constitute the majority who are clinging to the long-held expectation that a visit to
theladies’ restroom or locker room will not expose them to watchful eyes of a man (a human
being with a penis — it really is that simple).
Kevin White, Flower Mound

Fuss over nonexistent problem
I must ask Lt. Gov. Dan Patrick and state
Rep. Matt Shaheen, R-Plano, what kind of
Republican would deliberately run businesses away and do economic harm to your state
and communities, particularly over a problem
that does not exist? Who are the RINOs (Republicans in Name Only) now?
Jim Lovell, Tourves, France

Standing up to a bully
This is a great chance to see what the Republican Party is really made of. Most of us
learned by the third grade what happens
when you fail to stand up to a bully.
Al Tatum, Dallas/Uptown

How does a stadium benefit all?
Re: “McKinney stadium gets the nod —
Voters also back bond proposals in Plano,
Richardson districts,” May 8 news story.
A McKinney school district spokesperson
said, “Our goal is to provide the same great opportunities for our students that our neighboring school districts provide for their students.”
Just how is this creating opportunities for
the majority of students? Maybe for a handful
who are on the team.
High school is just a blip in a normal person’s existence. This is just town rivalry and
stadium envy. Thank God it’s McKinney and
not Dallas.
Kurt Wolfenbarger, Dallas/White Rock

Frisco, count yourself lucky
Hey, Frisco homeowners, don’t even start
to complain about a tax increase that still puts
you way under the $1.67 we are forced to pay in
McKinney. Pay the $1.59 and consider yourselves lucky that you don’t have to spend $70
million on a football stadium that has actually
made the national news. And the notoriety
was not positive.
The nation is looking at McKinney voters
as nuts to approve this. It only took about
6,000 people out of 155,000 to approve our
nation’s new Taj Mahal.
Pat Johnson, McKinney

Bias in ‘hard right’ wording
As a Dallas Morning News subscriber for
nearly 30 years, it saddens me to see the publication move slowly, maybe even insidiously,
but most certainly, to the left, not only on the
op-ed pagesbut in its news sections, as well.
Take for example, the front page headline
Friday: “Can a hard-right party expand reach?
— Activists seek unity but battle over how far
to push on issues.”
The picture that accompanies the headline
shows people both saluting and putting their
hand over the heart, associating these patriotic gestures as somehow “hard right.”
To most reading those headlines, it would
never occur to them the bias that’s injected into those words. Supporting traditional marriage is now considered “hard right.” Being
pro-life is considered “hard right.” Having a
country with actual borders is “hard right.”
Will The News characterize the Democratic convention as pushing “hard-left” issues?
Will The News focus on just how far the progressives want to push abortion and gay
rights? I will wait and see.
George Potter, Keller
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Thursday, June 16, 2016

EDITORIALS

Absence of Accountability
Chaos muddles responsibilities at Animal Services

D

allas City Council members had
front-row seats Monday to watch the
astonishing dysfunction that permeates Dallas Animal Services.
They justifiably panned the city staff ’s
feckless performance.
Assistant City Manager Joey Zapata, Code
Compliance Director Kris Sweckert and Dallas Animal Services Manager Jody Jones
were on hand to provide updates to the council’s Quality of Life committee on curbing
southern Dallas’ loose-dog chaos.
The presentation was especially tense, given Zapata’s release Friday of a report shedding new light on the deadly mauling of Antoinette Brown by a pack of dogs last month
in South Dallas. That analysis identified a series of errors and lack of coordination among
Dallas Animal Services, city dispatchers and
the Dallas Police Department.
We agree with committee chairwoman
Sandy Greyson’s assessment of the report:
“To read all the gaps and all the mistakes and
all the failures was just — disheartening is
just too mild a word.”
The documented breakdowns, Zapata’s
proposed fixes and the Monday presentation
all point to the same fundamental defect: Because Animal Services is buried so deeply in
city bureaucracy, everyone’s in charge, so no
one’s in charge.
In the jargon of the business world, that
translates to no one throat to choke when
something goes wrong.
Some leaders might be able to manage
their way through this muck. But not Jones,
which is why we have called for her removal.
Both the structure of Dallas Animal Services
and the person technically in charge are failing.
The positive that emerged out of Monday’s
meeting is that City Council members are
wide awake to the accountability muddle. At
one point, Zapata, Sweckert and Jones flailed
wildly at the very simple question of who was
involved in writing their report.
Council members also increasingly understand that residents need genuine enforcement of the laws against irresponsible dog

What they said
“When we had a cat stuck in the wall, a city
employee was put on trial for a felony. But we’ve
seen nothing happen since a constituent was
murdered, mauled to death by dogs. I have a
problem with that.”
Dallas City Council member Tiffinni Young
“We don’t have any one person accountable for the
results from all of this. … Is everyone responsible? Is
no one person responsible? Who’s responsible?”
City Council Quality of Life chair Sandy Greyson
“The one thing that didn’t feel quite right about this
presentation is that there were a lot of ‘talking at
you’ points. But not a whole lot of ‘doing’ points.”
City Council member Mark Clayton

owners — “check it off as done and move on”
processes.
Tiffinni Young, who has consistently led
the council on this issue, will work with staff
and the Animal Shelter Commission on the
latest recommended policy changes, which
include mandating that all dogs be microchipped and cutting 311 out of the dogcatcher business.
We’ll be watching closely to see how the
commission responds at its July 14 meeting.
Divided between members who view their
job as unflinchingly supporting Dallas Animal Services and those who see it as providing oversight, the Animal Shelter Commission can be effective only if it decides to govern rather than act as cheerleader.
Of course, until the right structure and
leader are in place, the City Council can create the very best policies and practices —
and still see no success. That’s why so much
is riding on Boston Consulting Group’s ongoing work to produce the best possible
model for local animal services.
Dallas residents, as well as the animal
population, deserve an operation with one
point of accountability, not one in which various directors regularly resort to excusemaking and using the mistakes of others as
shields.

Gender Equality in Military
Women should be required to register for draft

W

e applauded loudly when Texan Lt.
Shaye Haver and fellow soldier
Capt. Kristen Griest made history as
the first two women to graduate from the elite
U.S. Army Ranger School.
That they mastered the grueling combat
leadership course proved that the women
were capable of handling the same jobs that
men do in the military.
We cheered again when the Department of
Defense in December finally opened all combat roles to women.
It naturally follows that to achieve true
gender equality in the military, women, like
men, should be required to sign up for the Selective Service.
Sen. John McCain gets that. The Arizona
Republican and chairman of the Senate
Armed Services Committee added language
to the annual defense spending bill that
would require women ages 18 to 26 to register. The bill got overwhelming support from
Republicans and Democrats when it cleared
the Senate Tuesday.
Sadly, we can’t count Sen. Ted Cruz and
Rep. Pete Sessions among the champions.
The Texas Republicans are leading the fight
against the measure, suggesting that registering would just be too much for our women to
handle.
It would force our daughters into service,
Cruz said. And Sessions, who stripped the
proposal from the House version, questions
the need for the Selective Service at all. But as
long as it exists, “little girls” shouldn’t be required to sign up, he said.
Hey guys, these are clear-thinking adult
women — dozens of them voluntarily began
flying combat missions in the 1990s. As this
debate rages on, more than 200,000 women
are busy serving in active-duty roles. Haver,
from Copperas Cove, is an Apache attack-helicopter pilot. Some women died serving in
the Iraq and Afghanistan conflicts.
If women can die for their country, surely
they can register for it. Registering for Selec-

2015 File Photo/Northwest Florida Daily News

The Department of Defense has opened all
combat roles to women. However, unlike
men, they are not required to register for
the Selective Service.

What they said
“If women are going to have an equal role in society
to men ... national service ought to be an area
where they would be expected to register.”
Texas Sen. John Cornyn

Chan Lowe/ Tribune Content Agency

LETTERS
board’s credit, they did just that in order to
We live in troubling times
It is hard not to feel despair when thinking about what is happening in our nation.
Look around. We have a hate-filled, shallowthinking, adolescent-minded presidential
candidate who is, somehow, considered a legitimate option.
We have a segment of the population
which absolutely refuses to consider that
easy access to guns just might be a contributing factor to mass murders of innocent people.
We have politicians who are proud of the
fact they don’t engage with those who have a
different point of view. Real science is viewed
as an opinion. People care more about “Real
Housewives of Wherever” than a local election that will affect their lives directly and
importantly. There is intolerance being
spewed from pulpits, when the message
should be about loving your neighbor.
Surely we can do better.

tive Service can lead to more leadership positions and better pay — just like for men.
The new requirement would affect some 11
million women. Those who turn 18 on or after
Jan. 1, 2018, would be required to sign up.
It’s true that no American has been drafted
since 1973. But given the state of world affairs, it would be unwise to give up this step
toward readiness.
We urge lawmakers to listen to Texas Sen.
John Cornyn and resolve their differences in
negotiations with the House. The father of
two daughters, Cornyn supports McCain’s
proposal, recognizing its powerful message
in and out of the military:
You can’t be for equality and oppose registering women for the military.

Howard Haddock, Rockwall
@HowardH

Scott Kimball, McKinney

... protect women’s safety ...
Drone strikes create terrorists
If we want to curb terrorism in the United
States, we must stop drone attacks in Muslim
countries such as Pakistan, Afghanistan, Yemen and Somalia.
Gen. Stanley McChrystal, the former top
U.S. military commander in Afghanistan;
Michael Flynn, former head of the Defense
Intelligence Agency; former national security czar Richard Clarke; and many respected
military and civilian leaders have called
President Barack Obama’s use of his favorite
military weapon as “ill-advised” and “counterproductive.”
Every time we drop a drone bomb, we
make terrorists out of ordinary people, who
before their innocent family members were
eviscerated, bore no ill will toward the United States. “The resentment created by American use of unmanned strikes,” according to
McChrystal, “is much greater than the average American appreciates.”
U.S. policy is creating more terrorists
than it is killing.
Hadi Jawad, Old East Dallas
@HadiJawad2

The true meaning of Ramadan
As an American Muslim, my thoughts
and prayers go to the victims of the senseless
mass shooting in Orlando.
Just after beginning the seventh day of
fast, we heard this barbaric attack had taken
place. A while later, we heard what we had
hoped and prayed not to be the case. A Muslim name appeared everywhere in the news
linked to taking dozens of innocent lives.
The month of fasting (Ramadan) is a time
when Muslims seek God’s mercy and engage
in charity and acts of service to become better human beings.
Unlike Muslims fasting in this month,
Orlando shooter Omar Mateen went against
the spirit of Ramadan by choosing to plan
and carry out an atrocity based on hate and
lack of humanity.
True Islam requires one to be engaged in
worship and charitable acts with increased
focus during the holy month of Ramadan.
The prophet Muhammad taught, “If any one
of you is fasting, let him not utter obscenities
or act in an ignorant manner, and if anyone
insults him or wants to fight with him, let
him say, I am fasting.” Taking someone’s life
is out of the question.
Touba Khurshid, Pflugerville

“We’ve come a long way but have a ways to go. ...
Adding women to the draft register advances that
progress.”
Laura Perkins Cox, a Navy veteran
and former Garland City Council member

get this sad chapter behind them.
Coach Art Briles has the support of certain retired board members and members of
the big donor class for possibly returning in
the future. I would advise the current board
and the donors to proceed down that path
with extreme caution. Seems like President
David Garland has the best long-term interest of Baylor in proper perspective, and the
board should listen to his advice.
Briles does not deserve permanent exile
from his profession, but to have him on the
sidelines at Baylor again would be folly in the
extreme. It would be a reminder of this chapter, which needs to be put in the past.
If the board seems to have overreacted to
some, I would suggest that they erred on the
proper side for the long-term interest of
Briles and Baylor. Time for everyone to turn
the page.

Keep Art Briles away ...
Re: “Return of Briles is eyed — Boosters
push to get suspended coach back after Baylor shake-up,” Tuesday Sports story.
Although the public does not know the
content of the Pepper Hamilton report, it
should be obvious to everyone that the board
thought that the contents were so damaging
that drastic action was required. To the

Really, do they just not get it? Does anyone who would even consider reinstating Art
Briles not have a mother, wife, sister, daughter, niece?
If the coach did not encourage the behavior that caused women to be raped by Baylor
football players, he doesn’t appear to have
done anything that would have discouraged
this behavior. Is not the safety of a woman attending Baylor University not more important than Baylor’s football team ever winning
another football game?
But perhaps in a society where violating
an unconscious woman gets a man six
months, I shouldn’t be surprised at the continuing efforts to cover up and whitewash the
incidents at Baylor University. Will the Pepper Hamilton report ever see the light of day?
Phyllis Vaughn, Sherman

... examine your priorities
What has happened at Baylor is a sad
commentary on the emphasis placed on
sports, particularly football, by our society.
Art Briles should have never been allowed to
recruit players from other schools and programs where they had been kicked out.
Now we have a new fancy stadium which
may be hard to fill, monetary demands by the
Big 12 we were so anxious to join and probably the prospect of higher tuition for students
because our leadership lost its moral footing.
Baylor needs to go back to her Christian
roots and every leader, faculty member, etc.,
must examine the example they are setting.
Thanks to a few, Baylor is going to have a
hard row to hoe.
Betty Taylor, Plano

Trump ignores First Amendment
Re: “Trump says campaign will bar Washington Post — At issue is online headline that
paper later changed,” Tuesday news story.
From The Washington Post regarding
Donald Trump banning their reporters from
his events were these statements:
“.... he said his approach to the press
would stay the same if he were elected to the
White House: ‘Yeah, it’s going to be like this.
You think I’m going to change? I’m not going
to change.’ ”
Two things. As for thinking he will become more “presidential,” notice his comment about changing.
Second, more than anything, I value the
First Amendment — freedom of speech.
Trump, now by admission and action, clearly
values only his free speech, and he wants to
control what we know. His above statement
should bring chills to all freedom-loving
Americans.
Trump apparently hasn’t read the presidential oath of office. And it is the job of all of
us who want to keep our country free to make
sure he never gets to say it.
Susan Giardina, Allen
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EDITORIALS
BRIDGING DALLAS’ NORTH-SOUTH GAP
Chan Lowe/Tribune Content Agency

It’s Time to Fix Dog Problem
Consultants bring concrete data; next up, action

T

he independent assessment by a highly
regarded consulting firm is unequivocal:
Dallas Animal Services is a badly broken
operation, especially when it comes to the loose
dog chaos that plagues the southern half of the
city.
If City Manager A.C. Gonzalez, Mayor Mike
Rawlings and every single council member
don’t respond by following through on recommendations by the Boston Consulting Group,
we’ll know that all the talk of lifting up Dallas’
southern neighborhoods was just noise.
What people who actually live and work
south of Interstate 30 have known for eons is
now documented with data, much of it numbers that Animal Services repeatedly has said it
couldn’t provide.
The level of expert research and analysis
that BCG put together in its three months of
work is phenomenal. City Hall and the City
Council now must show the courage to make
wholesale changes, not grab on to the easy
ones.
The BCG report contains this bright spot:
The shelter has doubled its live-release rate
since 2011. But that lower number in the shelters has come with a high cost: a growing epidemic of dogs on the streets of southern Dallas.
Some of those dogs eke out a miserably inhumane existence that’s worse than death.
Others chase schoolchildren, senior citizens
and responsible dog owners walking their own
pets. More than a few attack other dogs and
people alike, sending them to ERs for painful
stitches and big bills.
In the most extreme case, a victim wound up
dead; Antoinette Brown was bitten more than
100 times by a South Dallas dog pack in May.
No thoughtful person would want bragging
rights for Animal Services’ live-release rates
when the other side of the equation is revealed.
And that’s what BCG has done. The report’s
core message is that Animal Services needs to
be picking up scores more loose dogs while expanding its other efforts by a lot. Right now,
nothing is being done on a scale that would begin to solve the problem.
To see the details, check out the “What we
now know” info that accompanies this editorial. For the first time, the city is armed with specific numbers — whether that be how many additional spay/neuters are needed, or how many
loose dogs Animal Services officers actually
corral.
Now comes the hard work of overhauling
the Animal Services operation and putting new
leadership in place. That begins Tuesday, when
the City Council will hear a full BCG briefing.
The “What needs to happen” box provides a
road map for how we believe the city must
move forward. We support all the recommendations, starting with the proposal to make Animal Services a stand-alone department reporting directly to an assistant city manager
and assuring it recruits a highly skilled leader.
Implicit throughout this report is the need
for a strong manager to oversee this turnaround and measure it against the BCG recommendations. This is a weighty list, with numeric goals, that includes items as disparate as increased field intake of loose dogs and promotion of transparency and collaboration
throughout the community.
Given Animal Services’ closed culture, consider what a change just this one recommendation would be: Provide the community open
access to operating data.
The boss of this new Animal Services department doesn’t need to be “an animal person”
as much as someone capable of setting up efficient systems and managing them effectively.
Someone who can create a refreshing culture
that attracts a strong team of animal experts.
(The “Missed opportunities” graphic provides a
good example of problem-solving gaps.)
With the right leader in place, we would
support the relatively small additional funding
that the BCG report recommends: Last year’s
Animal Services funding was $10.2 million.
Gonzalez asked for $11.7 million in the new
budget. The additional BCG recommendations
would take that to $12.9 million.
If the city does its part, the philanthropic
community will need to rally around this overhaul by funding the massive spay/neuter effort
that will be needed in southern Dallas. Assuming that donors trust the person in charge of
this turnaround, we bet they will open their
checkbooks.
But first, city leaders must show the will to
rebuild a broken operation.

Staff Photo

Whatwe now know
■ The number of loose dogs is growing in southern
Dallas: 8,700 in 2016.
■ Dog bites in Dallas increased 33 percent from
2013 to 2015. Loose dogs accounted for about 60
percent of all bites.
■ Compared with peer cities, Dallas Animal
Services has 45 percent more officers per million
people, but animals collected per officer lags by 20
percent.
■ The number of dogs Animal Services takes in
remains flat, with an increase in owner surrenders
compensating for a slight decline in animals
collected.
■ Eighty-five percent of dogs in southern Dallas
have not been spayed or neutered. A minimum of
46,000 surgeries are needed annually for the next
three years to reduce problems.
■ Animal Services has failed to build strong
partnerships with the three largest private animal
rescue operations in the area. Difficulty working
with Animal Services came up repeatedly as a
concern for many rescue groups surveyed.

What needs to happen

1

Follow the BCG recommendations and then fully
fund them. Cherry-picking, especially to avoid
the hard calls, won’t solve the problem.

2

Make Dallas Animal Services a separate
department in order to assure accountability
and to secure a quality manager.

3

Insist on a transparent and collaborative
community of partners, with particular
attention to the largest private groups.

4

Call on the philanthropic community to provide
funding for a massive increase in spaying and
neutering in exchange for a rigorously tracked plan.

Staff Photo

Missed opportunities
Among the compelling data that BCG uncovered
was that Dallas Animal Services’ partnerships with
local rescue groups is woefully inefficient:
■ Of the peer cities BCG measured Dallas against,
the vast majority have robust partnerships with
the largest private rescue operations in their area.
■ Animal Services has failed to develop a strong
relationship with the three largest private groups
in this area and instead spends enormous time
with more than 100 much smaller rescue partners.
■ For example, the SPCA, which is next door to
Animal Services, transferred 4,000 dogs in 2015
from throughout the region; only 2 percent of
those, or 94 dogs, came from Animal Services.
■ Additionally, nine of the 10 peer cities have
explicit and contractual partnerships with
nonprofits that allow them to transfer activities
and costs to those partners. Animal Services has
no arrangements of this type.

By the numbers

2,945

dogs transferred to 139 rescue
partners in 2015 by Dallas

Animal Services.

325
88

dogs transferred out of Animal
Services by its five largest partners.

of the Animal Services partners
transferred two dogs each.

LETTERS
Demand action on the climate

Too many lawyers already

A thousand-year flood in Louisiana. Massive wildfires in California. Now the report
that if action is not taken immediately to reduce greenhouse gases, Dallas is on track to
have close to 100 days a year of temperatures
over 100 degrees by 2100.
The good news is that Texas has the potential to become the nation’s leader in the
production of wind and solar energy. The
bad news is that we lack real political leadership to curb greenhouse gases.
Recent efforts to reshape the Texas Railroad Commission, which oversees oil and
gas activities in the state, reportedly went
nowhere in Austin. Rep. Lamar Smith, RSan Antonio, uses his position as chair of the
House Committee on Science, Space and
Technology to interfere with the investigation by the attorneys general of Massachusetts and New York into whether ExxonMobil committed fraud by knowingly misleading their residents and shareholders about
climate change. The list goes on.
It’s time for all concerned citizens to make
their voices heard in demanding meaningful
action to stop using the atmosphere as an
open sewer for carbon pollution.

Re: “Judge backing law school — ‘I don’t
understand the ABA’s concern,’ he says of accreditation flap,” Aug. 20 Metro story.
As one who has long been an advocate for
upward mobility, I hate to see scarce resources applied in areas with little chance of success. That is the case with the UNT Dallas
College of Law.
The biggest resource lost is the three years
of students’ lives applied to a program for
which there is little hope of a successful career as a salaried attorney.
The simple fact is that our nation produces far more attorneys than the market will
support. So, in an era in which the nation is
clamoring for more nurses, what strategic action did the board of UNT take with your
scarce tax dollars? It opened a law school.
The number of classified ads in the paper
for attorneys is approximately the same as
the number of ads for football players. Note
also the number of ads for health care professionals, especially nurses.
If you consider the correlation between
LSAT scores and passing the bar exam, you
can see that law school is futile for those with
low LSATs.
The public policy that created UNT’s law
school did no more good for you than did
Trump University.

Roger Knudson, Dallas

Cover the Libertarians …
It is alarming how little attention your
media organization has been giving to former New Mexico Gov. Gary Johnson, the
Libertarian presidential candidate, and his
running mate, former Massachusetts Gov.
Bill Weld. They are competent and honest,
and speak to the hearts and minds of many
disenchanted GOP and Democratic voters.
They should be on the ballot in all 50 states,
and I believe they are the only reasonable solution to the political mess going on right
now in Washington.
Libertarians are fiscally conservative and
socially liberal, and will work hard to balance
our out-of-control government spending
while simultaneously respecting the inalienable rights of the people.
This is the first time I have gotten involved in politics and am extremely concerned about the road our nation is going
down. If nothing is done to stop the blatant
corruption in Washington and bridge party
lines, then we are headed for big trouble.
Johnson and Weld are true leaders, and are
already polling a majority among active military as well as young people. Please help to
educate the people about these two great
contenders for president and vice president
this election.

Dormand Long, Seattle

Support law school students
The American Bar Association proposal
where accreditation of any law school could
be withheld if fewer than three-quarters of its
students pass the bar exam within two years
is a direct threat to the recent law school
startup, UNT Dallas College of Law in downtown Dallas.
The college is innovative, less expensive
and minority-student oriented. Its annual
tuition and fees are in the range of $14,500
per year.
UNT’s law school deserves the support of
the Dallas bar, especially in mentoring and
tutoring atypical law students and doing real
pro bono work. Assistance with the basics of
reading cases, statutes and treatises would be
helpful. Students succeed in law school, passing the bar and becoming lawyers when they
have specific personal direction in law school
regarding their legal careers. They become
dedicated to that objective. They take the
critical courses, however difficult, to achieve
that result.
That’s how three-quarters of law students
can pass the bar in two years.
Fred Fraley, North Dallas

Justin Day, Denton

Don’t burden Cowboys players
… They’re the responsible choice
In an election year in which the Democrats and the Republicans have failed to find
competent leadership, it is egregious that the
media neglect to cover other parties. I cannot, in good conscience, vote for Clinton or
Trump.
I am voting for the Libertarian ticket,
Gary Johnson and William Weld. Please give
them some coverage. Let people know there
is a responsible choice.
Benay Weiss, Dallas

First responders deserve respect
As a child in the ’50s and ’60s, I remember the main stability in our home. It was
when the Dallas police came to take my dad
to jail, from where he could not hurt us anymore. Now at 70, I still wonder every time
the police officers, firefighters and EMTs
have to negotiate for raises. Trust me, they
should not have to beg or negotiate to get
raises equal to the surrounding cities.
The Dallas City Council, the mayor and
police chief should be thankful for these
wonderful public servants. It is amazing how
quickly we forget what these great men and
women do for us.

Several years ago, after newcomer Tony
Romo had just engineered several comefrom-behind victories, I sent a letter to The
Dallas Morning News suggesting that we rename the Dallas Cowboys “Tony’s Team”
rather than “America’s Team.”
I was wrong, and was left with enough egg
on my face to make several good-size omelets.
For those Cowboy fans who are readying
Dak Prescott as the next Second Coming,
learn from my premature enthusiasm. Rather than renaming the Cowboys “The Dak
Pack,” let’s keep our exuberance in check. The
weight of the mantle that the next crowned
prince wears is back-breaking.
Let’s not plan any coronations just yet.
Harold Whittington, Garland

A national parks trip? I’ll drive!
Re: “Happy 100th, National Parks — Our
vacation memories are tied to these treasures,” Thursday Editorials.
If the boss of this editorial writer changes
his or her mind and lets the writer take that
trip, I’m available to be a travel companion to
share the driving.
Dorothy Buice, Grand Prairie

Elaine Keefer, Dallas

During the same year …

4,000-6,000

number
of dogs
rescued by each of the three largest Dallas-area
private rescues.

2

percent, or, on average about 100, of each of
groups’ rescued dogs came from Animal
Services.
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EDITORIALS
BRIDGING DALLAS’ NORTH-SOUTH GAP
Walt Handelsman/New Orleans Advocate

Two Dogged Leaders

LETTERS

Council’s Young is only elected official with a plan

I

n the weeks since Antoinette Brown was
mauled to death, only one elected official
has stepped up with specific changes
aimed at southern Dallas’ loose-dog chaos.
That leader is City Council member Tiffinni Young, whose district includes the South
Dallas neighborhood where the attack occurred. A very frustrated Young sent City
Manager A.C. Gonzalez a memo last
Wednesday outlining eight reasonable strategies and expressing a level of outrage that
this newspaper wholeheartedly appreciates:
“It is beyond comprehension and utterly
embarrassing that this world-renowned city
is faced with the recent tragedy of a dogmauling death due to failed enforcement
policy. We cannot and will not wait any longer.”
Hurray for Young.
For more than a year, we’ve called for a
strategy that relies more on dog-catching
and ticket-writing. Yes, pet-owner education
should be part of the mix. And no, Dallas Animal Services isn’t the only city operation
that deserves blame in the recent mauling
death.
But director Jody Jones’ lack of enthusiasm for picking up loose dogs and inability to
effectively mobilize in times of crisis are two
of the reasons we wrote last week that this job
is more than she can handle.
It’s been baffling to see so many City Council members go into a radio silence since our
call — particularly those who have raised
questions about Jones’ performance in the
past.
But not Young. She has never backed
down from the message — which she voiced
in her first Quality of Life Committee meeting last year — that the loose-dogs epidemic
is unacceptable and must be fixed.
When we talked to her Tuesday, she was
still waiting to hear anything back from Gonzalez regarding her call to action.
Young’s memo contained the same message we’ve been sending: Because this is a
southern-Dallas-specific problem, it’s one
that’s been long complained about but never
resolved.
As she told us Tuesday, “We are suffering,
our neighborhoods are suffering, in southern
Dallas. And we are at the point we’re at today
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What Young wants
Council member Tiffinni Young’s requested policy
changes include:
■ Required microchipping of pets
■ Enhanced and more stringent penalties for
noncompliant owners
■ Required partnership between 311, Dallas police
and Dallas Animal Services
■ Improved training and quality control for 311
operators
■ Appointment of a dog czar focused on stray
dogs and animal cruelty
■ Creation of a loose-animal force focused solely
on rescuing stray animals

because of the piling on of years of injustice.”
Monday, the same day a deputy police
chief began the job of helping lead Dallas
Animal Services, a pair of loose dogs bit a
man in an east Oak Cliff neighborhood and
threatened two officers before finally being
captured.
These kinds of attacks aren’t new; they
just didn’t get much attention until now.
Young vows that her voice will only get
louder. And she notes that some of the other
southern Dallas council members — Carolyn Arnold, Rickey Callahan, Casey Thomas
and Erik Wilson — agree that they must
band together. Likewise, several northern
Dallas council members want to help.
Young has our backing, too. It’s too bad
that what she doesn’t have is the support of
those northern Dallas residents who believe
Dallas Animal Services is working just fine.
It mostly is — if you live north of Interstate
30.

Commission chief secures first-class animal study

H

ow does Dallas solve its loose-dog
problems and achieve the goal of becoming a no-kill city?
That’s the question animal commission
chairman Peter Brodsky is putting in front of
the top-notch consulting firm BCG. The assignment is to talk to residents and experts
alike, both in North Texas and across the nation, to produce a comprehensive strategy for
the best-possible animal services operation.
This newspaper has consistently made the
case that City Hall’s approach is broken —
whether in regard to the loose-dog chaos that
southern neighborhoods suffer from or issues
of animal abuse citywide. But we respect the
fact that wide disagreement and emotion percolate through the debate.
That’s why we welcome the chance for a
smart, strategic team, a global management
group that is independent and outside “dog
politics,” to provide answers.
The city’s residents — and its animals — are
fortunate to get this level of expertise. BCG,
Boston Consulting Group, regularly creates
strategies for Fortune 500 companies; it’s doing this animal services work at a discount because it recognizes how important it is to get
this operation right.
Among the best news is that residents can
expect not only first-class work but also a relatively quick turnaround. The Dallas BCG office will begin tackling the project next month,
and Brodsky hopes the 11-week study will be
ready for City Council consideration by September.
Excuse the pun, but it’s not overstated to say
Brodsky has worked like a dog on this project
since taking the animal commission chair in
October. As he began talking to every person
he thought he might learn from, he realized
two things:
1. Few people agreed on the problems, the
causes or the solutions that bedevil Dallas Ani-

“It was clear long before
Antoinette Brown was killed
that there was a crisis. … I’m
glad that it [the study] came
together so quickly after
that tragedy.”
— Dallas animal commission
chairman Peter Brodsky

mal Services.
2. Almost everyone questioned whether the
current structure of the animal services operation will ever allow success.
From there naturally flowed urgency for a
holistic view; put another way, the need to take
out a blank sheet of paper and design the best
possible model.
That’s where BCG comes in, thanks to the
generosity of groups that include the Meadows Foundation, the Dallas Foundation, the
Rees-Jones Foundation, George and Fay
Young Foundation and Communities Foundation of Texas as well as the SPCA of Texas and
the Dallas Companion Animal Project.
While no doubt it didn’t hurt Brodsky’s
cause that he serves as Mayor Mike Rawlings’
animal board appointee, this is a private initiative, separate from City Hall and the commission.
That wall in funding and reporting structure provides the comprehensive planning
process even more credibility. Not to mention
Brodsky’s reputation for being an honest broker.
Now it’s critical that the BCG work be
transparent and welcoming to all.
Brodsky assures us that it will be. “We intend this effort to fully engage with people, to
talk to the community, animal experts, to determine what strategies have worked in other
cities and how those might apply in Dallas.”
September can’t get here fast enough.

DA’s health is costing the county
Re: “Hawk back in clinic to treat depression — News of relapse renews debate over
whether she should step down,” Saturday
news story.
I am truly sorry for Susan Hawk’s plight,
and I wouldn’t write the following words if
she didn’t hold such an important public office.
It is time for Hawk to step down as Dallas
County district attorney. Her latest episode is
another example of Hawk being incapable of
performing her duties. Her depression is interfering with her ability to serve the citizens
of Dallas.
Hawk has a history with substance abuse,
and I’m not convinced that her battle with depression is the only battle going on. It’s hard to
tell, though, because the DA’s office has been
intentionally vague when it comes to statements regarding her leaves of absence. I’m
not sure if they’re protecting her privacy or
her political career.
We have the right to question our officials
and call them to account. The DA has the
right to set trials, an awesome power indeed.
It demands temperance and equanimity.
Hawk may need to focus more on helping
herself at this time, but she shouldn’t do it at
the expense of the county any longer.
Jason Nancarrow, Dallas/Lake Highlands

Postmaster addresses dog issues
More than 6,500 letter carriers nationwide were attacked last year, 57 in Dallas. The
Dallas postmaster and a Dallas post office letter carrier recently addressed the Dallas City
Council to bring more attention to one of the
nation’s most commonly reported public
health problems — dog attacks and bites.
We’d like to share these tips on preventing
dog attacks.
1. If a letter carrier delivers mail or packages to your front door, place your dog in a separate room and close that door before opening
the front door. Dogs have been known to
burst through screen doors or plate-glass
windows to get at strangers.
2. Dog owners should keep the family dog
secured. Parents should remind their children not to take mail directly from letter carriers in the presence of the family pet, as the
dog may view the letter carrier handing mail
to a child as a threatening gesture.
3. The Postal Service places top priority on
the safety of its employees. If a letter carrier
feels threatened by a vicious dog or if a dog is
running loose, the owner may be asked to pick
up the mail at the post office until the carrier is
assured the pet has been restrained. If the dog
is roaming the neighborhood, the pet owner’s
neighbors may be asked to pick up their mail
at the post office as well.
Yulonda Love, Dallas Postmaster

Loose-dog problem is pervasive
Thank you for the ongoing coverage of the
loose-dog crisis in our city. I check back every
few days for updates and will continue to do
so. In the meantime, please stop claiming that
the loose dogs are a problem specific to South
Dallas.
South Dallas may be the worst-affected area, and the community has my full support.
Our city needs to act, even if it costs money.
But I have personally seen large, feral dogs
roaming through schoolyards in West Dallas
during the school day.
In my own East Dallas neighborhood, I
carry pepper spray, and I’ve had to use it.
Loose dogs stroll through Casa View daily.
Sometimes they are large and aggressive.
My partner was bitten in our own yard by a
neighbor’s loose pit bull. We’ve only lived here
for six months, so these incidents are recent.
For a collection of similar stories, ask anyone
else who lives in East or West Dallas whether
the loose-dog problem stops at Interstate 30.
They may tell you that we are invested in this

issue, not just from solidarity with our neighbors in the south, but in an effort to make our
own streets safer.
Jill DeVito, Dallas/Casa View

Keep Cuban out of politics
Re: “Cuban on ticket in November? Mavs
owner open to VP slot if Clinton doesn’t mind
some coaching,” Saturday Metro story.
Another arrogant, wealthy, self-promoting, business-savvy, political candidate?
Someone needs to tell Mark Cuban we already
have one of those. Cuban has already proved
he’s more suited to the American Airlines Center arena, where he’s adept at making referee
hand signals, than the political arena.
Gary Black, Dallas/White Rock

Passengers create problems …
Re: “Airport security doesn’t have to be perfect; must it be miserable?” by Jacquielynn
Floyd, Tuesday Metro column.
I was amused reading Floyd’s meltdown
against the TSA, and her apparent inability to
plan ahead. Like her, we applied for the Global
Entry program, which includes TSA PreCheck membership. The difference is that we
didn’t wait until right before our vacation to
apply. When the date for our interview was
scheduled, we had plenty of time for us to take
our trip. So, now we face no lines and little wait
time.
I will say, though, that a lot of the problem
in the TSA lines is due to the passengers’ inability to prepare for it. Doing a few simple
things before you reach the front of the line
will make it quicker for you and for those behind you. Take your belt off, put pocket items
and stray metal in your carry-on or in a clear
zip-lock bag to scan, pull out your 3-ounce liquids, and loosen your shoes for quick removal,
all while in line,before you reach the scanner. If
everyone thought a little, and planned a bit,
the lines would go much quicker.
Larry Mendolia, Dallas/Lake Highlands

… TSA workers unprofessional …
Forgive me, everyone is missing the key
point in the long lines at TSA checkpoints. It’s
not the lack of employees, it’s the lack of employee skills.
Those specific skills that are missing? Efficiency, sense of urgency, effectiveness and focus. Have you stood in a line and really
watched the screeners?
It feels like when you’re waiting in line or
going through the screening process, folks are
just waiting until their next break. There
should be some sort of specific process to make
me feel secure and move me through quickly.
Where is the precision and the professionalism? Think military precision here.
Idon’t want to stand in line where everyone
is folksy and slow. I want to move quickly
through the line. I don’t care to listen to idle
chitchat either or wait as you saunter to your
post. I specifically use the word saunter because again, there is no sense of urgency.
Until we have a TSA that is more professional at checkpoints, leadership won’t matter.
We will still slowly saunter through the lines.
Perri Brackett, Lewisville

… and let’s end bin shenanigans
Re: “Let’s line up according to baggage,” by
John J. Rafferty Sr., Tuesday Letters.
Bravo to Mr. Rafferty, who calls for a special
line for all the people who don’t take a carry-on
bag onto their flight. This is what I’d like to instigate when I have my own airline: Upon
landing, everyone who did schlep on-board
with a huge carry-on that they stuff into the
overhead compartment would have to remain
in their seat until everyone who can just stand
up and walk down the aisle exits the plane. Until then, the overhead-bin shenanigans will
just have to be tolerated, I guess.
Sharon Van Buskirk, Old East Dallas
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Online only Editorial; Thurs., March 30
Donation to help spay/neuter southern
Dallas dogs could change lives
https://www.dallasnews.com/opinion/editorials/2017/03/30/dallas-boosts-dog-catching-fundersrespond-huge-spayneuter-help

(Sharing in readable format)
The size of today's philanthropic donation for a spay/neuter surge in southern Dallas is huge. But
far bigger is the reason why the three funders have provided $13.5 million.
While these groups care about animal welfare, they are much more concerned about people.
They want to make life safer and more satisfying for the city's southern residents.
Just as we've long editorialized on the injustice of allowing dogs to run amok in the southern half
of the city, the Communities Foundation of Texas, The Rees-Jones Foundation and The Dallas
Foundation recognize this situation as a crisis in public safety and quality of life.
Peter Brodsky, Animal Commission chair, summed up the donors' support like so: "They are
driven by the desire to partner with the people of southern Dallas, to join together to solve this
problem."
Former leaders at City Hall and Dallas Animal Services tried for years to dodge the atrocious
loose-dog problem — until a Boston Consulting Group report provided hard data in August. Just
three months earlier, South Dallas resident Antoinette Brown was mauled to death — bitten
more than 100 times — by a dog pack.
Since Maj. Barbara Hobbs took over the shelter operation last year, her team has worked hard to
stabilize animal services, put BCG recommendations in place and generate iron-clad stats on
daily dog-catching and adoptions.
With a credible and verifiable narrative in hand, the city could then approach potential funders
with an unprecedented ask: donations for a $24 million spay/neuter campaign.
BCG has calculated that 46,000 surgeries in each of the next three years will flip southern Dallas'
dog population to 80 percent "fixed" from its current 85 percent "unaltered."
Starting the spay/neuter campaign with more than half the necessary funding already accounted
for is a hefty accomplishment.

The coalition also made a smart decision in hiring a general manager, Aaron Asmus, who not
only has extensive experience running these efforts but who, coming from Phoenix, is not
affiliated with any faction of the local animal advocacy scene.
Our optimism that southern Dallas will get the help it deserves is also fueled by the spay/neuter
campaign's strategy. The groups handling the surgeries — SPCA of Texas, the Spay Neuter
Network and Operation Kindness — will get the funding necessary to not only
provide free spay/neuters but also allow for a variety of pet transport options, repeated visits to
noncomplying residents and intense education on what failure to comply means.
The importance of an intensive spay-neuter crusade across southern Dallas is no "aha moment."
But what is new is that funders now see a much stronger Dallas Animal Services, one that is
picking up scores of loose dogs while still keeping a high adoption rate. And one that is able to
provide a data-driven narrative of its work.
Funders willing to donate this kind of money expect to look back in five years and see that their
investment changed lives and made a problem go away.
For the sake of southern Dallas residents, we hope this spay/neuter surge does just that.
Big-time fix for Dallas dogs
The spay/neuter surge in southern Dallas will initially be funded by:




The Dallas Foundation: $450,000 over the next year
Communities Foundation of Texas: $3 million over 18 months from the W.W. Caruth,
Jr. Foundation
The Reese-Jones Foundation: $10 million over three years

"Until the residents of our city can walk in their own neighborhoods without fear of attack from
aggressive animals, quality of life is compromised in unacceptable ways. ... We are grateful to be
part of this important partnership that will improve the quality of life for hundreds of thousands
of people and animals in the coming years."
-- Jan Rees-Jones, co-founder of The Rees-Jones Foundation

